Through Maths, we will be practising our
counting within 20, both forwards and
backwards and become confident at
reading and writing these numbers
correctly. We will learn about ways of
making our numbers within 10 and use
different resources and pictures to help us
solve problems more independently.
During our PE this term, the children will
be outdoors developing their team game
skills. They will also enjoy learning some
new dances indoors where team work is
key. Please ensure your children have
the correct indoor and outdoor PE
clothes with them every day and that all
items are named.
In our RE learning this term, we
will we will be thinking about
rules and exploring how rules
are part of Jewish customs and
belief.
Through Computing, we will learn
about how to use a computer safely;
turning it on and off correctly. We will
learn to use the keyboard for the
typing of simple words.

In Science this term will be
thinking about humans and
their senses. We will learn
different parts of the body and
find out how our senses link to
these. We will also be thinking
about how to eat healthily.

Our project,
Sensational Senses,
will explore the big
question,
‘Are senses important
and how are they
affected by the world
around us?’
Save the date…Please keep Wednesday
23rd October 8.30-8.45am free for our
outcome event. Further details to follow.

During our PSHE this term, we will
explore the idea of team work and
how we can work alongside each
other in our new classes. We will think
about our charters and how rules are
used to help us in our learning.

In Art, the children will be exploring the
use of colour through painting. They will
learn about primary and secondary
colours and learn to mix colours. The
children will use their knowledge of
colour-mixing to create paintings linked to
the Hungry Caterpillar.
Our Design Technology, we will be
thinking about vegetables and what
the Hungry Caterpillar might like to
eat. We will be designing and creating
our own vegetable kebabs to taste.
In English this term, we will be looking
at poetry and thinking about their
senses to write their own poetry. We
will also look at the stories, ‘The
Hungry Caterpillar’ and ‘The Enormous
Turnip’, where we will explore the
texts and learn to retell them in simple
words and sentences.
Reading will happen every day through
book club and phonics. Please continue
to read frequently with your child at
home and practise any keywords sent
home as it really does help them.

